OFFICE ORDER

This is in continuation of Office Order issued vide even file No. dated 04.09.2020, Shri Sanjeev Kumar Gaur (AE), Vigilance Officer is transferred from vigilance wing of Doordarshan to vigilance wing of AIR with immediate effect and until further orders.

3. He is directed to report to Shri A.K. Verma, Senior Vigilance Officer AIR, Akashvani Bhawan.

4. This is issued with the approval of CVO Prasar Bharati.

Shri Sanjeev Kumar Gaur,
Vigilance Officer, Doordarshan,
Tower A, Mandi House, New Delhi.

Copy to:

2. ADG(A)/DDG(A)/DDG(HR) Dy.Dir(HRIS), DGDD, Doordarshan Bhawan, New Delhi.
3. DDO(A), P&D Unit, DGAIR, Akashvani Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. PS to CVO, Prasar Bharati, Doordarshan Bhawan.
7. Sr. VO, DDm, Doordashn.Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. Sr. VO, AIR, Akashwani Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. Sr. VO, CCW, 5th Floor Soochna Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi.
10. DDG (Tech), PBS for uploading on Prasar Bharati website/PrasarNet.
11. Section Officer, S.II Section, DGDD, Doordarshan Bhawan.
12. Section Officer, SIV(B), DGAIR, Akashvani Bhawan.
13. Section Officer, Cash Section, DGDD, Doordarshan Bhawan.
14. Section Officer, Cash Section, DGAIR, Akashvani Bhawan.

*************
OFFICE ORDER


Shri Sanjeev Kumar Gaur, Assistant Engineer (HRIS, DGDD) has joined as Vigilance Officer in vigilance wing of Doordarshan, on 01.09.2020 (F/N).

2. His Pay & Allowances, TA/DA, and Leaves etc will be arranged by his parent department/section i.e. P&D Unit, DGAIR, Akashvani Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001.

3. He is directed to report to Shri D.K. Shrivastava, Senior Vigilance Officer Doordarshan.

4. This is issued with the approval of CVO Prasar Bharati.

Date: 04.09.2020

Shri Sanjeev Kumar Gaur,
Vigilance Officer, Doordarshan,
Tower A, Mandi House, New Delhi.

Copy to:

1. PS to CEO, Prasar Bharati Sectt., Prasar Bharati House, Copernicus Marg, New Delhi.
2. ADG(A)/DDG(A)/ Dy.Dir(HRIS), DGDD, Doordarshan Bhawan, New Delhi.
3. DDO(A), P&D Unit, DGAIR, Akashvani Bhawan, New Delhi.
6. PS to CVO, Prasar Bharati, Doordarshan Bhawan.
7. Sr. VO, DDn, Doordarshan Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. Sr. VO, AIR, Akashvani Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. Sr. VO, CCW, 5th Floor Soochna Bhawan, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi.
10. DDG (Tech), PBS for uploading on Prasar Bharati website/PrasarNet.
11. Section Officer, S.II Section, DGDD, Doordarshan Bhawan.
12. Section Officer, Cash Section, DGDD, Doordarshan Bhawan.